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ABSTRACT
We describe a framework for the display of complex,
multidimensional data, designed to facilitate exploration, analysis,
and collaboration among multiple analysts. This framework aims
to support human collaboration by making it easier to share
representations, to translate from one point of view to another, to
explain arguments, to update conclusions when underlying
assumptions change, and to justify or account for decisions or
actions. Multidimensional visualization techniques are used with
interactive, context-sensitive, and tunable graphs. Visual
representations are flexibly generated using a knowledge
representation scheme based on annotated logic; this enables not
only tracking and fusing different viewpoints, but also unpacking
them. Fusing representations supports the creation of
multidimensional meta-displays as well as the translation or
mapping from one point of view to another. At the same time,
analysts also need to be able to unpack one another’s complex
chains of reasoning, especially if they have reached different
conclusions, and to determine the implications, if any, when
underlying assumptions or evidence turn out to be false. The
framework enables us to support a variety of scenarios as well as
to systematically generate and test experimental hypotheses about
the impact of different kinds of visual representations upon
interactive collaboration by teams of distributed analysts.
Keywords: Visual Analytics, Collaborative and distributed
visualization, Data management and knowledge representation,
Visual knowledge discovery
Index Terms: Categories: H. INFORMATION SYSTEMS
H.5 INFORMATION INTERFACES AND PRESENTATION
H.5.3 Group and Organization Interfaces
Subject descriptor: Computer-supported cooperative work
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INTRODUCTION

Many real-world visualization problems involve sources of
information and streams of data that (1) change more or less
rapidly over time, (2) vary widely in their scope, relevance,
reliability, and relationships to one another, and (3) are better
understood when a user can explore or navigate them interactively
(e.g., [15]). Such situations are often characterized by a high
degree of uncertainty, so that the input to human decision-making
processes is non-monotonic – the evidence may be contradictory
and may not readily converge on a solution.
Visualization technology encounters another layer of
complexity when it is to be used collaboratively by multiple
analysts with different expertise, knowledge, cultural or language
backgrounds, biases, goals, and levels of authority. In order to
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understand the situation and determine appropriate action, each
collaborating analyst must be able to share complex, dynamic, and
ambiguous information, reason about it, and communicate the
consequences to others. Cognitive approaches to analyst
technology acknowledge the importance of supporting these
processes (e.g., [9, 12, 14, 22, 24]). However, many sophisticated
forms of visualization technology actually conceal rather than
highlight the source and reliability of what is represented. So it is
usually left up to each analyst to mentally keep track of the
history, context, and uncertainty surrounding not only their own
reasoning, but also that of other analysts, as expressed during
collaborative problem-solving.
Our goal is to help take complex visualization to the next
level. Not only is there is a need for visual analytic tools that
support the kind of exploration, avoidance of bias, and flexible
thinking about alternatives described by Wright and colleagues
[24], but these tools need to explicitly support the needs of
multiple analysts working together.
Very often, human perception, reasoning, and decisionmaking are done in collaborating groups. The framework we are
developing supports not only the fusion of representations and the
creation of multidimensional meta-displays, but also the
translation or mapping from one point of view to another. At the
same time, it supports analysts’ needs to unpack their own and
one another’s complex chains of reasoning, especially if they have
reached different conclusions, and to determine the implications,
if any, when underlying assumptions or evidence previously
thought to be true turn out to be false. Finally, it supports the use
of “what-if” reasoning, where an analyst can make temporary
changes to data and see the inferences that result, in order to
understand the consequences that may follow from different
assumptions and to communicate about them with others.
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A MULTI-ANALYST FRAMEWORK FOR COLLABORATIVE
VISUAL ANALYTICS

Human collaboration frequently involves the sharing of visual
artifacts, whether in systematic or ad hoc ways. Having visual
evidence about what another person is referring to or about the
state of a joint task makes communication more efficient across
many kinds of domains [1, 3, 10, 11, 18]. Our theoretical
approach to collaboration is based on the idea that in successful
communication, not only must utterances or messages be
formulated, expressed, and interpreted, but they also must be
grounded, that is, the communicators continually seek and provide
evidence that their messages have been received, understood, and
appropriately integrated or acted upon [6, 7]. As such, we
propose a visualization framework that explicitly represents
individual viewpoints as distinct from shared viewpoints, with the
goal of providing explicit logical and graphical support for
sharing information, reasoning about it, and negotiating its
meaning. The architecture underlying this framework is shown in
Figure 1.
In this framework, the knowledge base extracts and reasons
about information collected from a variety of sources. Once
information is in the knowledge base, it carries source information
as well as confidence ratings (either explicitly attached by
analysts or computed automatically) that can be updated as a
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Figure 1: An Architecture for Multi-Analyst, Collaborative Visualization.
situation unfolds; these confidence annotations are displayed and
used in reasoning. Each agent has his or her own private
perspective; these are displayed as flexible, logically annotated
representations that the agent can manipulate, explore, or add to
the shared knowledge base. The channel between a private
perspective and the knowledge base may contain security filters
tailored to an analyst’s security clearance. Whether analysts are
permitted to write to the knowledge base depends on their
authority and expertise.
At the same time, there are also different aspects to a piece of
evidence or an established or postulated relationship. Some of
these aspects may not be relevant under a certain viewpoint or
working hypothesis, but may become relevant in an instant,
should the hypothesis change as the analysis effort is underway.
An analyst’s perspective must be able to adapt quickly to these

types of changes, which often occur in what-if scenarios or when
new information surfaces or is discovered
Private perspectives can be shared via a flexible, joint
perspective known as common ground (dotted lines), into which
an analyst may push a private perspective in order to show it to
another analyst. Alternatively, analysts may decide to use their
common ground to dynamically morph one person’s private
perspective into the other’s, in order to highlight commonalities,
mappings, or the differences between them, or else to fuse one or
more perspectives to show an aggregate representation. Each
element in the knowledge base or within a perspective keeps track
of its source as well as relevant temporal and spatial information,
so that this information can be unpacked or updated as needed.
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SCENARIO-BASED APPROACH

To develop this general-purpose architecture for a collaborative
visualization system, we adopted a scenario-based approach that
enables us to identify important dimensions that visualization
technology should support. This approach has been used
successfully to drive user-interface design (e.g., [4, 5, 8, 16]). The
rationale is that if a collaborative visual analytic system can
handle a range of scenarios in a principled way, it should be an
improvement over a system that has been optimized for a single
type of scenario. Because each scenario involves multiple
analysts reasoning with uncertain knowledge, and because there
may or may not be a single “correct” solution, we take as our
goals to minimize uncertainty and to support analysts’ attempts to
reach consensus, while still considering all relevant viewpoints,
including (and perhaps even highlighting) conflicting ones. The
scenario-based approach also enables us to exploit synergies that
may emerge from considering important classes of problems at
different scales and across different domains. Such problems
include representing uncertainty, recreating or updating of a chain
of reasoning, flexibly mapping between two related
representations, and fusing multiple points of view.
Consider these three scenarios that vary in their spatial and
logical characteristics, types of knowledge inputs, sources of
information, grain of analysis, and time criticality.
Scenario 1 – Negotiating meaning and identity. Multiple
analysts in several countries (spanning several time zones) are
mulling over the meaning of various streams of information and
discussing whether one analyst’s suspicions about a threat are
justified, and if so, what course of action should be followed. The
precise nature of the threat is not clear, and there is additional
uncertainty, such as disagreement about which of the known
pieces of evidence are reliable (the reliability problem—e.g., a
caller to a radio program warns of an imminent attack—is this
reliable, or could it turn out to be an intentional distraction?). It is
also unclear whether the evidence all concerns the same
individual or group of individuals (the identity problem). Here the
analysts try to reach consensus and agree on a plan of action; there
is no one simple “correct solution,” but there are better and worse
ones.
Scenario 2 – Monitoring a known individual. In this
scenario, there is likely to be an actual “correct answer”. Multiple
analysts focus on detecting and tracking the location, contacts,
and recent activities of a target person of interest. Some of the
information to be considered has widely varying confidence
ratings, including records of alleged sightings, meetings, or
transactions over the past several weeks; from these a set of links
between the person of interest and other agents can be drawn,
along with inferences about their whereabouts and affiliations. For
example, intercepted emails suggest that someone who might be
the target person will be in a particular village on a particular date;
others warn individuals to stay away from this location. A law
enforcement official reports a disturbance in which strangers—
perhaps bodyguards or associates of the target?—shot a local
official who had witnessed a petty crime. There are records of
cell phone calls made to individuals who are known associates of
the target person, as well as a trail of financial transactions such as
records of car rentals. A less dynamic (but still relevant) kind of
information includes what is known about the target person’s
habits, needs, and cultural practices.
Scenario 3 – Resolving and tracking an immediate
physical threat. A gunman is shooting from the window of a
building. Analysts (law enforcement officers) are physically colocated in the same city block and are moving independently
through the scene. They each view the scene from a different
vantage point, are in voice contact, and can transmit their displays
(physical viewpoints) to one another. This scenario is like the

previous two in that it requires integrating, transforming, and
highlighting information from multiple sources; however the
sources of information are perceptual as well as logical, and time
is more critical. The important ambiguity lies in the precise
location of the target rather than in its identity or meaning, which
is assumed to be known (with high probability).
These three scenarios, while different, all involve
autonomous or semi-autonomous agents with distinct points of
view and potentially, shared or overlapping goals. The points of
view, whether based on perceptual data or logical data or both, are
subject to change. In order to minimize uncertainty and to
communicate about it, the agents all need to translate among their
points of view, fuse their points of view in order to better reason
about them, and dynamically reallocate their resources to optimize
the quality of their decisions and reach a correct or good solution
(consensus). The scenarios differ in their temporal grain, in how
they lend themselves to using space either literally or conceptually
for visualizing relevant data and potential solutions, in the kinds
of sources the evidence is drawn from (perceptual or logical), and
the confidence in these sources. The analysts themselves who are
reasoning about a scenario may also differ in experience or
authority (although we will not address that here).
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MULTI-ANALYST COLLABORATION

A principal contribution of our framework is that individual
analysts will be able to visualize their data in the manner that they
find most useful, by means of representations that we refer to here
as private perspectives.
We believe that flexible private
perspectives are an essential part of any practical visualization
scheme. People have strong preferences with regard to data
visualization, perhaps even choosing to abandon a visualization
scheme if it forces them to see their data in a way they find
unnatural [14]. To acknowledge the practical necessity of user
preferences, our framework enables analysts to customize their
data visualization along multiple dimensions. To create a private
perspective, an analyst will experiment with an assortment of
visualization tools and conduct exploratory analyses in order to
find the representation that she or he personally finds most useful.
But the concept of a private perspective, critical from the
standpoint of independent data analysis, can create an impediment
to efficient collaboration.
Efficient collaboration requires
establishing common ground, including a shared language
enabling people to jointly refer to things [6, 2]. The necessity for
common ground on the one hand and private perspectives on the
other, therefore poses a basic problem for collaboration. Assume,
as in Scenario 2, that nodes represent persons of interest, and the
links between them represent contacts (meetings, telephone calls,
emails). Analyst A may be representing the uncertainty attached
to various pieces of information by dotted, solid, or wide lines
connecting various nodes, whereas Analyst B may be representing
the same uncertainty using different colors. Analyst A may have
dragged various nodes along with their connections to one side to
keep track of which ones she has already analyzed or thinks are
irrelevant (in other words, using spatial layout for bookkeeping
purposes), whereas Analyst B’s representation may be using
layout and the distance between linked nodes (for a set that
overlaps with Analyst A’s) to represent how frequently each pair
of persons of interest has communicated. In order for them to
discuss the situation, they need to reconcile these differences in
perspective. In order to communicate, either one analyst has to
learn and adopt the other’s perspective (something that he or she
may be reluctant or unable to do), or else during their discussion,
one analyst has to continually mentally transform the other’s
perspective into his or her own. Given human cognitive
limitations (and assuming that such transformation is even
possible), as the difficulty of a transformation increases, so will

Figure 2: Pointing with the Eyes, to Communicate a Target Location Among 3 Different Viewpoints (see [20])
the potential for misunderstanding.
To overcome this basic communication problem in support
of multi-user visual analytics, our framework enables the private
perspective from one analyst to be mapped onto that of another.
Depending on the perspectives, analysts may decide to do this in
one of several ways: they may morph Perspective A into
Perspective B while maintaining a highlighted focus of interest,
fuse the perspectives, or display their differences. This
computer-mediated perspective alignment frees them from
having to compromise on a single, mutually agreeable
visualization scheme. We predict that each analyst will be able
to quickly and easily see how others are focusing on and
weighting information, using a visualization scheme that she or
he is already familiar with, rather than having to engage in
labor-intensive transformation or having to consider evidence or
arguments without fully understanding or integrating them.
A good multi-analyst visualization method should make the
process of sharing representations as easy as possible. An
important ingredient to fluid collaboration is the ability to
ground references—that is, for two people to establish that they
are referring to the same thing. Because our framework
simplifies the process of mapping from one perspective to
another, it enables people to use deixis and deictic information
(defined as pointing, to convey spatial information) to ground
their discussions. Although individual nodes may be labeled so
that collaborating analysts can refer to information using speech,
in many cases it is far easier and more natural for one analyst to
point to a node or cluster of nodes and communicate this deictic
information by having it transformed into their collaborator’s
personal perspective.
The communication of deictic information by collaborators
will likely be scenario dependent. The scenario illustrated in
Figure 2 captures the complexity involved when three people
with different spatial perspectives must efficiently track and
communicate about a target location. In this time-critical
scenario (corresponding to Scenario 3), three law enforcement
officers have responded to the report of the gunman, who is
represented by the bright red dot. An actual gunman in a
window of a building would of course be far more difficult to
see from a block away, and the officers would need to rapidly
communicate the target’s location to each other so that they can
take appropriate action. Complicating this collaborative task is
the fact that each officer has a different (perceptual) perspective
on the scene and a different (logical) view of the world. For
example, suppose that the officer on the sidewalk (left panel)
was the first to spot the gunman and was attempting to
communicate its location to the other two. The officer might say
“he’s in the white building right in front”, but this description
might be misleading as, from the perspective of the other two

officers, the building housing the gunman is off to the left and
not directly in front. Of course the referential problem caused
by a perspective change can be remedied with additional words,
but verbalizing words takes time, and time is of the essence in
this task.
In scenarios where a situation (whether concrete or
abstract) is mapped onto a space (whether physical, virtual, or
conceptual), deictic communication is far more efficient than
speech alone [1, 11]. We have found that when people are able
to see precisely where each other is looking, using what we call
a shared gaze methodology, tasks requiring the communication
of highly localized spatial information can be performed
extremely rapidly and precisely [20]. In terms of the illustrated
scenario, the officer on the sidewalk (A) would shift her gaze to
the location of the gunman, and this information would be
communicated to the officer behind the police car (B) and on the
street (C) and represented as a gaze cursor (shown in the center
panel as a bright yellow ring) displayed on B’s and C’s helmetmounted visor. Although the target’s location information is
being obtained from A’s perspective, this information is
transformed into B’s and C’s perspective before it is visualized.
As a result of this collaborative perspective realignment, all
three officers are able to acquire the target almost
instantaneously.
A similar sort of perspective correction method can be
applied to the more abstract situations described in Scenarios 1
and 2. Because these situations are not as time-critical as the
one in Scenario 3 (Figure 2), it is not necessary to communicate
spatial information with the moment-by-moment resolution
made possible by the shared-gaze methodology. Instead, deixis
can be mediated using familiar pointing devices such as a
computer mouse or a touch screen, where one analyst can see
another’s cursor over a shared display. While presenting her
hypothesis, Analyst A might therefore circle nodes A, B, and C
appearing at locations i, j, and k in her private perspective, and
this action would result in the selection of the corresponding
nodes appearing at locations x, y, and z after translation into
Analyst B’s private perspective. As in the case of the law
enforcement officers, the analysts’ attention would be
immediately oriented to relevant information at hand, without
requiring one analyst to explicitly transform and translate from
one perspective to another.
The next section describes the annotated logic and
knowledge representation scheme that is needed to support
collaborative visualization in the more abstract multidimensional
situations described in Scenarios 1 and 2.
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KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR ANALYSIS, DISPLAY,
REASONING, AND COLLABORATION

Consider the architecture of the reasoning subsystem of our
collaborative visualization system, as shown previously in
Figure 1. It consists of:
1. A common knowledge base capturing the factual aspects of
the application domain (note that “facts” are not presumed to
be true, but are associated with confidence estimates).
2. A knowledge base local to an analyst containing cached facts
from the common knowledge-base and additional or modified
facts generated during analysis.
3. Inference engines for deriving conclusions based on the
factual information present in the local knowledge base.
Information in the common knowledge base is extracted
from incoming data sources and formatted using rules specific to
each source. This information is represented as a set of facts,
and the analysis algorithms are encoded as rules. The inference
engine runs these rules over the facts in the knowledge base to
draw conclusions, represented in the form of new relationships.
Analysts view and explore the facts and derived conclusions to
develop new hypotheses, generate new questions, make
decisions, and raise alerts.
We use Prolog – a rule-based programming language
rooted in logic – to specify the rules and facts. Rules are used to
define new relationships among entities. An analyst can query
such a defined relationship, and these rules are then evaluated on
demand to find solutions using a theorem-proving approach.
Prolog extends standard relational database technology by
supporting a richer set of queries, making more powerful and
flexible inferences. In particular we use annotated logic [17] an
extension of traditional Prolog’s representation and inference
mechanism, SLD resolution [19], to support reasoning with
uncertainty.
As we describe below, adaptation of the reasoning system
to visual analytics is influenced by the particular characteristics
of this problem domain and the supported scenarios.
Specifically we need to capture information about where and
when events take place, the confidence associated with such
assertions and whether an assertion is made by an analyst or
derived by the inference engine. Hence we associate different
kinds of attributes with facts in the knowledge base including
spatial (“where did it happen”), temporal (“when did it
happen”), confidence measures (“how confident are we that this
fact is correct”), are they “extensional” facts i.e. asserted by the
analyst or extracted from the source or “intensional” facts
derived by the inference engine.
Suppose analysis of data from a source (either manual or
automated) indicates that a certain person of interest was most
likely sighted at a certain place during a certain time period. We
capture this by the annotated Prolog fact:
sighting(person,where,when,asserted):c.
c is the confidence measure associated with the sighting. This
is a quantity that ranges from 0 to 1. asserted indicates that
this information came from a particular data source. In addition
to these spatial and temporal attributes there could be other
kinds of attributes associated with facts. We can also store and
reason with “constrained” facts. For example, if the person in
the above fact was seen during a certain time period then this
information is captured by the constrained fact:
sighting(person,where,When,asserted):c :t1<=When<=t2.

This constrained fact asserts that the person was sighted for
some time range.
For a given scenario, we provide rules to define
relationships of interest to analysts. Analysts will then be able
to explore those relationships (implicitly generating queries) to
find interesting configurations of events. For example, suppose
for Scenario 2, an analyst wishes to flag a meeting between two
individuals. First we define a rule for meetings in Prolog as:
meeting(X,Y) :sighting(X,City,Time1),
sighting(Y,City,Time2),
within_2_days(Time1,Time2).
This rule asserts that there is a possible meeting of person X
with person Y if there were sightings of X and Y in the same
city within 2 days. Other rules could easily be added to define
other configurations of facts (and defined relationships) as
implying the existence of possible meetings. The underlying
common knowledge base might well change as new surveillance
information is integrated, and an analyst may want to be alerted
if a meeting including a particular individual of interest occurs.
A rule can be used to define such an alert:
alert(X,Y):- meeting(person123,Y).
Observe that a Prolog rule is of the form: P(..) :P1(..),P2(..),..,Pn(..). P1,P2,Pn on the right
hand side of :- are the antecedent (or body) literals while the P
on the left hand side is the consequent (or head), and in this case
defines the predicate P. Predicates take arguments (e.g. X,Y)
and are either true or false. Operationally, the truth of a
predicate in the rule-head is determined by the truths of the body
literals. So for alert to become true in the above rule all the
three body literals must evaluate to true. Otherwise alert fails.
Rules define predicates. In general a definition can have
multiple cases, so a definition can be made up of several rules,
each rule corresponding to a case. A query is a request to obtain
the contents of a defined predicate. The results of the query are
computed on demand by evaluating each rule that makes up the
definition, through the process of backtracking. The truth/falsity
of the evaluated query along with its explanation may be stored
in the knowledge base. This information would be supplied to
the visualization component when the analyst requests the
conclusion be unpacked. We have developed several techniques
for generating explanations for the conclusions inferred by logic
program evaluation engines [21].
It is straightforward to evaluate annotated logic programs
[17] in which rule literals are annotated with confidence
measures. In particular. suppose
P(..):c :P1(..):c1, P2(..):c2,..,Pn(..):cn
is such an annotated rule. The confidence c associated with a
head of a rule is a function computed over
c1,c2,..,cn,(often min). Furthermore if the definition of a
predicate P is made up of several rules then the confidence
assigned to a query ?-P is a function (often max) computed
over the confidences of rules that evaluate to true.
Query evaluations are done by our XSB tabled logic
programming system which has a relatively more complete rule
evaluation strategy than traditional Prolog evaluators (see
http://xsb.sourceforge.net). Predicates annotated with confidence
measures are readily handled via an additional argument to the

predicates. Constrained predicates are evaluated using our
recently developed CHR (constraint handling rules) techniques
[23].
The visualization component takes the facts (evaluated and
asserted) and generates a graphical representation along spatial,
temporal and confidence dimensions. Suppose for instance we
want a graphical visualization depicting the spatial and temporal
aspects of meetings between individuals of interest to analysts.
We create appropriate predicates that when called by the
visualization component will supply it with the parameters to
drive the visualization. For example we can define the node
properties of such a graph by the facts:
node_prop(n1,name,'John Doe').
node_prop(n2,name,'Jane Doe').
node_prop(n3,name,'Joe Smith').
To associate confidence measures, we annotate the
predicates meeting and sighting with confidence measures. Note
that the confidence associated with the meeting predicate will be
computed as a function of the confidences associated with the
sighting predicates. With these annotations we define a link
between two nodes in the graph by the rule:
link(X,Y):C :- meeting(X,Y):C
This rule says that we want a link from n1 to n2 labeled with the
confidence value C if there was a meeting of n1 with n2 with
confidence C.
This is just one possible choice of nodes and links for
visualization purposes. There are many other possibilities. For
instance we might have nodes represent cities and links
represent travel of a person between them (constrained by time).
Then by seeing a sequence of links with a gap, we could infer
that the person traveled between those unlinked cities in a
particular time frame.
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VISUALIZATION

Our framework for multi-analyst, collaborative visual analytics
is intended to be flexible and support a variety of visualization
techniques and representational styles. The requirements are
that the displays be interactive in real time, that there should be
ways to display uncertainty, that multiple perspectives can be
integrated, and that analysts should be able to unpack the
evidence supporting a chain of reasoning, for accountability or
in order to explain their conclusions to one another.
The approach we are initially exploring provides a flexible
interface that allows each analyst to develop a private
perspective and to interact with the reasoning infrastructure. At
the same time this interface must form the synchronizing
medium for establishing as well as maintaining common ground
among two or more analysts in support of their collaborative
reasoning and decision-making efforts. We have implemented a
prototype that is geared to addressing these needs. It captures
the reasoning chain in form of a graph or a tree, which can be
visualized using established graph-drawing techniques (for
instance, see [13] for an overview and further references).
Consider a scenario in which Analysts A and B analyze the
activities of a particular target of interest. Their activities include
cycles of foraging and sense-making (in the sense described by
Pirolli and Card [22]). Each has created a private perspective
that helps them (individually) look for hypothesized patterns.
Figure 3 shows four screen shots from our interface. The lefthand and right-hand screens represent the private perspectives of
Analysts A and B, respectively. Nodes and links are illustrated
with suitable icons for more intuitive visual story telling. The

nodes map to people, locations and events, while the links
represent activities such as meetings (the handshake icon),
phone calls and emails (phone and e-letter), sightings (eye),
criminal acts (gun, bomb, theft), preferences (heart), and so on.
The flexible aspect to this graph interface is that links and
nodes may be overloaded – there may be cultural, temporal,
religious, importance, certainty, confidence, and many other
attributes, predicates, and conditions associated with a link (as
well as with a node). To furnish analysts with a way to explore
and illuminate the graph nodes and links under these different
viewpoints, with a means to control their visual appearance as a
function of the possible numerical or qualitative values attached
to them, we have implemented a curve editing interface for each
mapping (the dark panels to the left in each screen shot).
Analysts A and B can each associate different visual attributes
(such as width, size, density of dashes, hue, saturation,
brightness, or opacity) to the properties or predicates of the
links. In this version of the mapping interface, the x-axis is
formed by the attribute’s assigned value, and the y-axis selects
the amount of visual strength assigned to each possible value. In
this example, “confidence” has been assigned to the “opacity”
visual attribute. Using the mapping editor, only links and nodes
with predicates of high confidence appear with high opacity,
while those with low confidence are rendered with zero opacity,
i.e., full transparency, to make them invisible.
In this scenario, the two upper screens of Figure 3 display
initial results from Analysts A’s and B’s independent foraging
(from sifting through various databases and sources). (To
simplify this illustration, we assume that elements common to
both private perspectives are laid out in the same spatial
configuration, although in reality each analyst will probably
have used space to organize the elements differently.) Each
individual analyst can privately explore the impact of confidence
assumptions by using a continuous slider control that
dynamically varies the opacity mapped to this parameter in her
private perspective.
At time 1 (the two top screens), both analysts have used
ramp functions for value mappings. Here, they both mapped line
width to link “importance”. Dashed lines, in general, denote
hypothesized links. At time 2 (bottom screens), both analysts
have independently set the “confidence” mapping curve to a step
function. This means only links, including hypothesized links,
with high confidence will appear in the display. Observe that
this leads to the elimination of many of the links Observe also
that, apart from the different weighting of common regular and
hypothesized links, some nodes and links exist only in one or the
other analyst’s view. The latter are due to one analyst’s facts or
beliefs that the other does not know about (yet).
After developing and considering their private perspectives,
Analysts A and B now need to jointly make sense of the data.
To this end, Analyst A could undertake the rather complex task
of describing her findings to B (and vice versa). Better still, she
could push her private perspective into the common ground
display area she shares with B (and vice versa); however, there
is still be the challenge of determining which elements overlap
and which are distinct, so that A and B can discuss and evaluate
these elements together.
To facilitate this, our system also provides an even better
alternative for the common ground display: a representation in
which both graphs are merged. This is shown in Figure 4.
Common nodes and links are combined in one of several ways,
chosen by the analysts: as an average of the link and node
values, a weighted average of these, the difference between
them, or their intersection, on a shared portion of the display.
Using these displays, the analysts can view a fused version of
their private perspectives, as well as map explicitly from one’s

(a) Displays of Analyst A’s Private Perspective
(b) Displays of Analyst B’s Private Perspective
Figure 3: Our Visualization Interface, Showing Analyst A and B’s Private Perspectives
perspective to the other’s, or highlight a representation of
exactly where the two perspectives match or differ (e.g., each
analyst sees which nodes do not occur in the other analyst’s
model). In Figure 4, the yellow and blue links are due to unique
nodes for analyst A and B, respectively. The shared graph uses
the ”average” value weight property, and we can see that both
analysts have high confidence in the same link (near the center
and at 6:00). This shared, fused representation, we predict, will
help analysts to explain and justify their perspectives to one
another, to understand relevant mappings, and to ground their
discussions and problem solving.

Figure 4: A Fused View, to Support Analysts A and B in
Establishing Common Ground
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EVALUATION PLAN

This framework and prototype provide a testbed for examining
the impact of flexible representation upon collaborative
problem-solving by multiple analysts, where solutions range
from “correct” to more subjectively-defined “better” or “worse”
outcomes. Planned studies include controlled experiments as
well as more naturalistic observation of the problem-solving
behavior of small teams of people using one version of the
system vs. another. We plan to examine:
• the effect of having tools for mapping individual
perspectives to fused views (as in the scenario), vs. having to do
this mentally;
• the effect of having graphical and logical support for
unpacking decisions, upon the ability of one analyst to convince
another and upon the quality of solutions;
• the effect of being able to cope with dynamically changing
or unreliable data by backtracking through previous states of the
system (vs. having no record of history or source);
• and the performance and usability of the system under
different group sizes, different individual perspectives or levels
of expertise or authority, different grains of time pressure, and
different problem domains.
There are a host of interesting empirical questions that we
can pose in the domains of usability, graphical problem-solving,
and multi-modal communication.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined an ambitious visualization framework
intended to support multiple analysts who need to explore

multidimensional data, analyze and reason about it, and
collaborate with one another to solve problems in dynamically
unfolding scenarios. In this framework, analysts can maintain
private perspectives customized in whatever ways they find
most intuitive for reasoning (under uncertainty). The framework
supports sharing, translating between, and fusing representations
while keeping track of source information, so that perspectives
can be easily unpacked or updated when underlying assumptions
change. Our existing prototype presumes that analysts will
share and refer to perspective representations while concurrently
using voice channels (which currently exist outside of the
visualization architecture), in order to communicate with one
another about analyses, decisions, and actions.
In order to further develop and expand the current
prototype, we are addressing many unsolved or underspecified
issues. These include how to enable analysts with diverse
backgrounds and technical expertise to most easily specify the
desired rules (to the inference engine) and parameters (to the
visualization interface), so that they can customize their private
perspectives. For instance, while the parameters for mapping
visual attributes to links in the graph interfaces shown in Figures
3 and 4 are easy to set, it is not so clear that they are broadly
intuitive. In addition, there is the issue of how to intuitively
represent fusion, morphing, or differences between more than
two displays. To address this issue, we are currently exploring
additional kinds of representations such as segmented circles,
where each slice represents the parameter space (perspective) of
a single analyst and a single perspective can be selected to resort the others in order to display similarity among private
perspectives.
In closing, by designing an architecture and tools to handle
multiple scenarios involving both conceptual and perceptual
data, we hope to push the system to be as general and flexible as
possible. We predict that the visual analytic framework
described here will improve visualization, communication, and
problem-solving by teams of distributed analysts.
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